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The Internet is the prime driving force of all the modern-day advancements, is still somehow considered in its prime infancy stage as it has solved all the present challenges of worldwide communication which would have taken days, turned into a matter of seconds. Advancements ranging from educating the far-fetched corners of the world to taking massive steps on the moon, the internet has helped to do it all but like the saying, brighter the shine, darker the shadow. With the internet comes the monopoly of centralized monolithic governing bodies that puppets the society, rules, regulations, and policies. With a prime motive of filling their own pockets, fueling their own greed, these central firms started to manipulate rights and regulations from the flick of their wrists, jeopardizing privacy, integrity, authenticity, and unnatural meddling with the interests of common people.

Fed-up from this invasion of intermediary in every transaction carried, a pseudonymous person or a group of people named “Satoshi Nakamoto” published a cryptocurrency whitepaper, introducing a brand new concept of peer-to-peer transaction of financial funds without the intervention of middlemen, and vastly accredited, “BITCOIN.” From this cryptographically secure digital money, blockchain birthed. From then, the implementation of several aspects and different colors of blockchain has skyrocketed and made into something of their own, a decentralized universe, where everything is peer-reviewed and chances of getting cheated drop down to zero.
CELADON, is a name that will make investors embark on the set sail towards the journey of 100 fold their investments. CELADON will be announcing its presence in the decentral land with a big bang by launching their native token, CELA, leveraging the Binance Smart Chain performing as a Bridging Token between the three pioneers of the blockchain, Binance, Ethereum, and Polygon. CELA holders will be blown away by the upcoming features and opportunities as CELADON will be benchmarking its name in two phases additionally, CELADON NFT Marketplace, and CELADON SWAP. All the topics will be covered in detail in this whitepaper. So strap your seatbelts as CELADON will take you on a ride of a lifetime.
CELADON – START OF A LEGACY

CELADON, a self-sustaining ecosystem of blockchain-driven competency, is going forward with the introduction of their bridging token implementation in the Binance Smart chain, leveraging the blockchain-renowned ultra-fast transaction execution speed of 35 per second and clutter-free network. CELA, the native CELADON token, will be taking up the task of becoming a bridge between the Binance Smart Chain, Ethereum, and Polygon.

CELA holders will be proffered an extraordinary solution to all their crypto conversion problems. For example, Investors can purchase and make a hold of CELA tokens in the Ethereum blockchain and they can be easily swapped with the CELA token of Binance Smart Chain or Polygon CELA, to make true use of decentralization and non-interference of intermediaries. Users have to pay the gas fee of the present blockchain and the rest is taken care of by the sophisticated smart contracts. After completing the transaction, CELA will be reflected in the recipient’s crypto wallet.

CELADON will be promoting its project in the installments of two phases. Phase 1 will have the successful implementation of the CELADON NFT marketplace, which will inherit all the features and genres of blockchain NFT ranging from music to videos, digital games to their in-game attributes like skins, battle items, moves, celebrations, and least to say fantasy game cards and many many more.
Phase 2 will commence after the successful completion of the NFT marketplace. Phase 2 contains the introduction and implementation of the CELADON Decentralized exchange platform, performing Trading, Swapping, Streaking, and Farming. CELADON DEX will have an abundance of liquidity and every token pair user can think of. Ultra-fast servers and security at its best will be alluring factors that will put the CELADON DEX above all other trading platforms.
MISSION

CELADON, as an integrated part of the blockchain ecosystem, will be aiming for the problems prevailing in the decentralized trading world. CELADON will be targeting the far more complicated problems of bridging rather than other minor obstacles that every other blockchain project is targeting. CELADON has made it clear that without bridging blockchains, we, as a decentral society cannot fabricate a true blockchain environment.
VISION

CELADON has a far-fetched vision to see every user using, utilizing, fabricating, or leveraging the blockchain according to his/her needs, without having to think twice because of the fragmented ecosystems of every individual blockchain.
PROBLEMS OF DECENTRAL SPACE

Hurdles define the right path to take and push us to go beyond the limit. Overcoming these hurdles defines the amount of improvement done and defining the problem is the first step towards solving them. Given below are some of the well-known potholes.

FRAGMENTED ECOSYSTEM

A blockchain bridge allows data and tokens to be seamlessly transferred across blockchain networks with the goal of building a self-sustaining ecosystem of apps and tokens. However, because of the restricted ecology of blockchain and its infancy stage, they stay isolated and shut off from one another. As a result, numerous networks with their own communities and economies form, further increasing the fragmented ecology.

CHAINED OPPORTUNITIES

Blockchain shares the most prominent opportunities but due to its fragmented nature, it limits its technological and potential growth by chaining the existing as well as new users to a single network. Many times the assets on the blockchain will bind them to one blockchain because of its incompatibility.
NO INTEROPERABILITY

Although decentralization is still in its infancy stage, this fragmentation is continuously plaguing blockchain as DAPPs on a particular platform are generally locked into that platform with little or no opportunity to leverage the benefits of other blockchains. Interoperability can only be solved genuinely when all other blockchains are seamlessly connected.
SOLUTION KNITTED BY CELADON

CELADON, with its sophisticatedly fabricated smart contracts to guide the CELA into reassembling the shattered pieces of the bigger picture, proffered the solutions to given problems.

LOTS OF OPPORTUNITIES

CELA bridges will allow for cross-network and sidechain interoperability. Apps and consumers will be able to access numerous blockchain functions without compromising any benefits thanks to these bridges. Developers may build DApps based on the strengths of diverse networks thanks to CELADON compatibility. These bridges will also provide DeFi apps greater liquidity while creating a network of services that connect across communities.

FLAWLESS TRANSFER

CELADON’s cross-chain solution will start a chain reaction of smooth digital asset transfers, such as fund transfers, from one chain to another without incurring significant transaction fees, allowing users to deploy digital assets on one blockchain to dApps on another for a little price. Conduct quick, low-cost token transactions on non-scalable blockchains.
SECURE TRANSFER

All transfers and transactions will be extensively protected by highly immutable and valuable smart contracts, ensuring that every transaction is completed with peace of mind, providing active users with a passive source of revenue while allowing numerous chains to communicate with one another.
CELADON INTROSPECTION

CELADON is what we call an absolute masterpiece of modern-day technological architecture inheriting all the features which were not even considered by other projects.

WHAT IS CELADON

CELADON is a state-of-the-art bridging token technology that will enable three chain-standards, Ethereum, Binance Smart Chain, and Polygon to speak, communicate, and exchange the digital asset, CELA token, with one another. Users can buy these CELA from any of the chains and will be able to convert the token standard with an additional gas fee.

EXCLUSIVE FEATURES

CELADON is loaded with features that will make the investors drool over the CELA token.

TOKEN STANDARD

First and foremost, the unique selling point of CELADON is token standard conversion. Users will be able to buy the CELA token in their native chain standards like ERC-20, BEP-20 and can convert them into their desired standard. This will cause a seismic shift in the nature of true decentralization as this will provide the users to transfer the funds from one chain to another without incurring heavy charges and are completely independent to do so.
**STAKING**

STAKING features are provided to the CELA to liquidate its own pool and reap the hefty interests after the staking period is over. By staking users will be contributing to building the safety net and trust among the users and potential investors. Staking ensures the availability of CELA to trade on the exchange platforms.

**FARMING**

Following the Staking, after the investment period is over, users are obliged to collect the reward coins/tokens as an interest. These interest-generated tokens can be collected based on the varying lock-in periods. This period can be extended as short as a single day to as long as months. In this way, users can farm the tokens as a passive income. The bigger the investment and lock-in period is, the heftier the reward.

**SWAPPING**

CELA is granted with the basic feature which is the heart and soul of a token, swapping. Without swapping, users will neglect to buy it as there will be no use left for the token. CELA can be swapped on the desired platform as the users seem fit.
BUSINESS BENEFITS

- CELADON project with CELA as the native token will proffer the users primarily to allow the token created/minted on one blockchain such as ETH or BSC or POLYGON to be usable on another.

- The cross-chain bridging utility will ensure that it will ease the data exchange among different blockchains without incurring the burning hole in the pocket.

- By utilizing the cross-chain bridges of CELADON, users will be able to utilize smart contracts on other blockchains.

- There will be no halt and go in the work and data flow from getgo of real-world data from third-party services.

- CELADON will allow users to execute quick token transactions at cheap costs.

- Users can deploy DApp on one network and can run applications on many networks.

CELADON WALLET

CELADON is introducing a cutting-edge, multi-token crypto wallet that lets you, as a user, store the desired amount and type of currency. This wallet is perfectly compatible with the cross-chain conversion as it can handle and store the ERC-20 as well as BEP-20 standard assets.
FEATURES

CELA wallet is oozing with the features that will make the transactions and connection almost a butter-smooth experience.

VAULT

The CELADON wallet can be used as a vault for the crypto asset for both the most well-perceived blockchains i.e. Ethereum and Binance. This wallet can be used to hold and even do long-time storing of both standard tokens, ERC-20 and BEP-20, even if it is a token or an asset like NFT.

ANTI-WHALE MECHANISM

Anti whale mechanism a.k.a AWM is a counter-action mechanism that stops the wealthy millionaire from manipulating the price of the token. Did you ask, how? Let’s break it down.

NEED OF THIS MECHANISM

Wealthy crypto whales or hot-shots use their immense money to buy the tokens in bulk that will inevitably raise the price of the token severalfold. Due to this inflated price, a common person does not trust the token price fluctuation and thinks of it as another scam.

On the other hand, bulk holders now have the price manipulation and market of that token into their own hands which blockchain, as a decentralized network, strictly condemns.
This holding puts an even greater risk on the table known as “Pump and Dump” where investors buy in bulk and after the price inflation, sells the token to make a quick profit, leaving a commoner to feel the brunt of the panic resulting in starting a chain-reaction of panic sell.

**REDEMPTION**

AWM will let the users only buy a certain amount or portion of the tokens to inhibit equality. AWM ensures that every user who is thinking of investing will be given an equal opportunity to start making profits. By simply applying this AWM, equal distribution will play a major role in educating the investors and installing TRUST in the project.

**BENEFITS**

- First of all, having a multi-crypto wallet to support the multi-standard token will come in handy in all the endeavors a user will take in their crypto journey.

- Acting as a vault to hold the ERC-20 and BEP-20 tokens, even if it is a coin or an NFT, every user will be willing to sign-up for it.

- Esurance against the “Pump and Dump” and on top of that, the issuance of equal distribution of tokens will sway the users towards investing in the CELADON.

CELADON is proud to announce that the total implementation of their project is not completed just by introducing their bridge token but will be carried out in 2 more phases
which will be taking place after the successful launch. We will be discussing these phases in brief in the following next few steps.

**PHASE 1: CELADON NFT MARKETPLACE**

CELADON will be implementing an NFT marketplace of its own towards the end of its prime goal. This NFT marketplace will inherit the world’s most well-known artists and will become a launchpad and spotlight for new beginners as well as novice artists.

CELADON Marketplace will inherit all the well-known as well as new genres of NFTs covering the tracks from minting to the listing of Musicians, Art collectors, Videographers, Writers, Composers, and Games crafts along with Real-World assets to sell, buy, trade. Users can execute the trading of NFT such as Minting, Listing, Buying, Selling, and Borrowing with the help of CELA which will be the native token of CELADON NFT Marketplace.

**FEATURES**

The worth of an NFT comes from its extrinsic nature, like most assets in the blockchain together with:

**AUTHENTICITY**

Even the most renowned artwork appraisers have been tricked by forgeries. CELADON NFT collectibles will be following every form of authentication. Along with this, the NFT’s uniqueness will be confirmed on the blockchain.
**SCARCITY**

Almost all the NFTs on the CELADON NFT Marketplace will be one-of-a-kind. CELADON will mint the trending or will make the trending NFT. Users will be given the chance to turn their lives around by showing their NFTs and having the chance to be the next crypto kitties.

**TRANSFERABILITY**

CELADON NFTs have a clear transfer clause that indicates that they can be resold to almost anybody around the globe resulting in a broader pool of potential consumers.

**IMMUTABILITY**

The immutable nature of the NFTs due to the carefully constructed smart contracts states that the attributes and metadata of the NFT can’t be modified, lending it permanence.

**ROYALTY**

The smart contracts instituted by CELADON will serve purposeful functions such as generating income from the secondary market of reselling the NFTs.
BENEFITS

- More NFTs are sold as platformers build confidence in the marketplace, creating a new and regular cash stream for an artist from the NFT minting royalty clause.

- The staking possibilities for the token will define the platform's definitive involvement by giving users a sense of belonging as well as attention and assistance from the marketplace producers.

- Staking the coins and continuing to follow a farming structure will undoubtedly generate a stir in the market, culminating in CELADON's name being benchmarked.

PHASE 2: CELADON SWAP

From the successful completion of the CELADON marketplace, marking it as a checkpoint, CELADON will commence its 2nd phase. This phase contains the introduction and implementation of the most advanced cross-chain decentralized exchange platform, performing flawlessly, exceeding the user’s trust and expectations at every step.

CELADON with the most advanced cross-chain tech will enhance the interconnection between blockchain networks, enabling the users to swap various token standards to their heart’s content. CELADON will be implementing Binance Smart Chain, Ethereum, and Polygon to be started with, enabling the users to interact with these blockchains for a seamless experience.
CELADON with its inter-blockchain connectivity will enable token swaps between different networks, fostering interoperability, which is crucial for financial ecosystems to thrive.

FEATURES

PROMINENT PLATFORM

Crafted utilizing the most prestigious and more practical BSC blockchain, CELADON DEX will carry out the transactions at an alarming rate, making it ahead of most of the industry-leading exchanges.

CROSS-CHAIN FLOW

Currently inheriting 3 of the most prestigious blockchain, ETH, BSC, and MATIC, CELADON’s future goal is to consider the cross-chain as an integral part of the ecosystem as the wallet and block explorer is. Liquidity, token pairs, and digital assets can be accessed from a single platform allowing the coordinated development of capital.

LIQUIDITY OCEAN

Because of the interconnected environments of the three blockchains, the liquidity will jump up 3 times the original. Users will be bombarded with choices to choose the token pairs to invest, swap, or exchange following their own judgment.
BENEFITS

- Facilitates true decentralization
- A much larger and stable ecosystem
- Triple the choices
- Better investing judgment
- Lowest trading risk.
- Eliminates bottleneck trading.
- Single Wallet for all considered blockchains.
- No liquidity margin
- Faster transactions rather than manually logging onto different blockchains and executing the trade.
- Interoperability at its finest.
Using the magnificent prowess of the decentralized peer-to-peer network without the involvement of intermediaries, “Satoshi Nakamoto” published the whitepaper “Bitcoin” from which the terminology, Blockchain, bounced which helps in staying always one step ahead of the centralized system in eradicating the chained hierarchy and single point of concentration.

Blockchain is a digital ledger that records all the information regarding any asset on the blockchain network. The immutable ledger and its unhackable nature resulted in its boom and helped society in the removal of intermediaries. While blockchain’s influence on cryptocurrencies is undeniable, this game-changing technology isn’t limited to the financial sector. Blockchain technology is very flexible, having applications across a wide range of sectors, given our society’s reliance on technology. Blockchain slowly but surely has integrated with every aspect of society such as:

- Healthcare
- Real estate
- Technology
- Sports
BINANCE SMART CHAIN

Binance Smart Chain is one of the most dynamic and promising blockchain networks, allowing users to complete transactions more quickly and for less money. It is the most effective way to cope with network congestion and rising gas prices. It’s a nice place to start if you’re working on DApps or other DeFi protocols. It makes considerable use of smart contracts to automate the process. It’s a set of pre-programmed instructions that, when specific conditions are met, carry out the task automatically.

With its independent nature, EVM-Compatibility, Proof-of-Stake, and last but not the least cross-chain compatibility to interoperate between multiple blockchains has crossed the line into being a complete application.

BLOCKCHAIN BRIDGING

A blockchain bridge is referred to as the connectivity and interoperability between two different blockchains that use two different consensuses. This is done to expand the horizon of already
established blockchain by adding another into its ecosystem. This will exponentially increase the liquidity of digital assets, gives a more open platform for the users, and contribute towards the development and deployment of true decentralization.
## TOKENOMICS

### TOKEN DETAILS

<p>| | |</p>
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Total Supply</strong></td>
<td>1,000,000,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Decimal</strong></td>
<td>14</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Symbol</strong></td>
<td>CELA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Token Name</strong></td>
<td>CELADON COIN</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Network</strong></td>
<td>BEP-20 (And the option for the bridge in ERC-20 &amp; MATIC Networks)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
# TOKEN DISTRIBUTION

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Category</th>
<th>Percentage</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Initial burn</td>
<td>10%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Marketing &amp; Development</td>
<td>5%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bounties &amp; Airdrop</td>
<td>5%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Referral Wallet</td>
<td>3%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sale</td>
<td>65%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LP Creation</td>
<td>10%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Admin Wallet</td>
<td>2%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

- **Max Buy**: 0.050% (Calculated from total Supply of tokens)
- **Max Sell**: 0.050% (Calculated from a total supply of tokens)
ROADMAP

In the near future, the CELADON COIN team will have a variety of offers for its users and investors. The team is working hard to establish an ecosystem that will provide additional benefits to the token and its holders, resulting in increased token value and usefulness.

PHASE 1

- Launch of MATIC bridge
- Launch of NFT marketplace
- Launch of NFT collection
- Provision to add MATIC token to the wallet

PHASE 2

- Launch of DEX in BSC, ETH, and MATIC
- Launch of CROSS CHAIN DEX

PHASE 3

- Launch Play-to-earn games for CELA Holders
ABOUT US

CEO IN SPOTLIGHT

The founder of CELADON COIN is ADAM WILDELKA. He is an expert in the crypto space and has come up with a new innovation where users will be able to swap tokens between three different network’s namely ERC-20, MATIC & BEP-20. The idea is to basically allow users to swap tokens between any amount of networks.
CONTACT

Use the below details to get in touch with the team and maker of CELADON COIN.

EMAIL-ID

info@celadoncoin.com